Helicity/Beam Polarization
extraction/logging
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Polarized beam at JLab
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P = (Ne↑-Ne↓)/(Ne↑+Ne↓) → 90%
Accelerator routinely produces highly polarized beam.  Injector and accelerator can be tuned to give longitudinally polarized beam to one or more halls.  (Most interesting physics requires longitudinal polarization.)

Currently delivery good polarization to CREX, A1n/d2n and Hall B.

Previously, good polarization to Hall C was accidental.  Extra physics for free!


Spin precession – Fall 2018
𝛳prec = ɣ(g/2-1) 𝛳bend
@ 10.6 GeV  ɣ = 20744, 𝛳bend = 37.5°
 𝛳prec = 902°  2.5 full rotations


       -  small PV asymmetry


	Longitudinal beam small asymmetries <= 10-6
	e.g. Standard model tests
	(Transverse polarization – non PV) 

Spin transfer

e.g.  Electric form factors of proton and neutron
Physics with longitudinal polarized electrons - 1
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Polarized target
		Nucleon spin structure functions g1, g2, form	factors
		Ongoing Hall C A1n and d2n experiments


Out of plane coincident reactions

		Hadrons out of plane defined
		by (e, e′) can have beam
		asymmetry with sin(ɸ) dependence
		(e,e’) and (e,e’K+) exclusive and semi-inclusive

Physics with longitudinal polarized electrons - 2
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Helicity flipping
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Injector randomly flips helicity/polarization direction
	Typical flip rates: 30, 120, 240, 960 Hz.   (A1n/CREX - 120 Hz)

Signals are delivered to indicate helicity and to indicate when helicity is flipping

Helicity sequence can be in patterns, e.g. quartets  + - - +    - + + -

Helicity reporting can be delayed.

Helicity signals in Hall C DAQ since Fall 2018 (KaonLT, SIDIS experiments)
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For Hall C DAQ, events tagged by delayed helicity and Tsettle status
No trigger during Tsettle 

Still able to decode helicity with aid of high resolution (4ns) DAQ clock.
Helicity scalers (for charge asymmetry) in DAQ
Delayed Helicity Reporting








Decoding helicity in hcana
Implemented in classes THcHelicityReader & THcHelicity
To use, add THcHelicity to trigger apparatus:
	THaApparatus* TRG = new THcTrigApp(“T”, “TRG”);
	...
	THcHelicity* helicity = new THcHelicity(“helicity”, “Helicity Detector”);
	TRG->AddDetector(helicity);

Hardware addresses (roc/slot/add) of signals hardwired in THcHelictyReader.
Parameters helicity_delay & helicity_freq.  Defaults are 8 and 120.
Tree variables:
	T.helicty.nqrt			Where in quartet (0-3)
	T.helicity.hel			Actual helicity (-1, 1,  0 if in T_settle or not predicted)
	T.helicity.helrep		Reported delayed helicity 
	T.helicity.helpred		Predicted delayed helicity – should agree with helrep
	T.helicity.mps			1 if event during T_settle
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Helicity scalers in hcana
DAQ includes a VME scaler module that reads sufficient information to determine beam current from each BCM.  Scaler is triggered during each “settle” period.  Delayed helicity is recorded.
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	THcHelicityScaler* helscaler = new THcHelicityScaler(“HS”, “Hall C Helicity Scalers”);
	if ( an HMS run) { helscaler->SetROC(5); }
	else { helscaler->SetROC(8); }
	gHaEvtHandlers->Add(helscaler);
	
THcHelicityScaler calculates total charge for each helicity and
	compute beam charge asymmetry.  (Ideally zero).

	helicity->SetHelicityScaler(helscaler); // Helps helicity decoding




Beam Single Spin Asymmetry – Kaon LT 
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Additional term if beam polarized

My naïve understanding of why there is an out of plane asymmetry
Spin-Orbit force between meson and baryon

Measure
p(e,e′K+)Λ
p(e,e′π+)n


Beam Single Spin Asymmetry
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Asymmetries fit to 


Q2=3, W=2.32
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<𝛳cm> = 2.5°
<𝛳cm> = 27.5°
<𝛳cm> = 17.5°
<𝛳cm> = 7.5°
<𝛳cm> = 12.5°
<𝛳cm> = 22.5°
<𝛳cm> = 32.5°
<𝛳cm> = 37.5°
0.12
-0.12


Q2=3, W=2.32       Q2=2.115, W=2.95
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Q2=4.4, W=2.74       Q2=5.5, W=3.02
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Analysis Opportunities 
CEBAF beam has been polarized since start of Hall C commissioning.  Before A1n/d2n, polarization was delivered for other halls, not necessarily optimal for Hall C.

Kaon LT kinematics in green oval had high beam polarization.
	Big asymmetries for exclusive p(e,e′π+)p
	Possibly enough statistics for p(e,e′K+)Λ
	Higher resonances of p and Λ?
Kinematics in red ovals may have beam polarization.
Summer 2019 PionLT running may have beam polarization.
SIDIS-Pt / SIDIS-CSV
Opportunities to improve helicity analysis code


	
	
Was beam polarized for Q2 = 0.5 (3.84, 4.93 GeV)
Random background subtraction – dilution
Is there a statistically significant Kaon asymmetry?
	Background under Lambda peak includes
		Radiative tail of misidentified pions
		Inelastic pions
		Accidental background
5.	Is there a statistically significant asymmetry
	for high resonances.
Compare to Hall B results (6 GeV era + recent data)
	(K. Park et. al., Phys. Rev C 77, 015208 (2008))
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Collaborators welcome!
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Backup
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Helicity Decoding issues
THcHelicity uses known pseudo-random algorithm to ”undo” helicity reporting delay.  Code depends on being told correct flip rate to high precision.

Each event tagged with time to 4ns resolution.

Plotting  (time/Tfliprate mod 1) vs time for events during Tsettle allows measurement of Tfliprate.
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Tfliprate = 120 Hz
Tfliprate = 120.0008853 Hz
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